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To set market objetives you need to know, and
analyze in detail, historical series of market figures:
Volume & Value (consumption, imports, total
market, market share, trends….)
In order to stablish how much a promotional
program could increase any specific variable (Total
Imports, Total Consumption, Market Share, ….) you
need to understand the reality of the market:
- Situation in the target market (stability or not)
- Conversion € vs local currency (stability or
volatility)
- Presence of the product in the market.
- Consumer perception of the product.
- Consumer consideration about the origin of the
product.
- Other especific aspects.

Expected results of our campaigns
• Measurement of the impact of each promotion program
Contacts - International Travelers

Impact measurement
A

About awareness
raising objective

About Performance
Goal

It is measured % Change over
program total and shares

It is measured on the variables
Pre and post campaign
comparative analysis

Business INDEPENDENT
EXTERNAL EVALUATION

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Business AWARDS
Official and own sources

It is measured by
HISTORICAL SERIES
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How the impact in the internal market or
third countries is calculated
• As the strategy was constructed as global, the way to calculate the
impact of the program in the internal market is the same than for
third countries programs:
We use the same resources to estimate the impact of both types of programs:
IHS, customs, IOC data of their HISTORICAL SERIES for quantity evaluation
Ad hoc questionnaires for quality evaluation, by an external third party
(Pre-test and post-test)
Obviously the follow up of the quality evaluation requires a bigger effort in third countries
programs, in particular, not only because of different legislation from that of the European
Union in terms of advertising, but also because a different language, unknown internally by
the proponent team (you depend directly and absolutely on the translations and the local
partners).
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Announced program results will be reach by the end of 2020
OLIVE OIL INTERNAL MARKET PROGRAM - RESULTS YEAR 1 & Year 2 (until 15th January 2020)
ACTIVITIES

TOTAL OOWT IM

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

PREVISION REACHED RESULTSIncrement

PREVISION

46.486.920

196.118.333

84.649.927

+82%

YEAR 3

REACHED RESULTS Increment
351.119.828

PREVISION

+79% 299.699.924

TOTAL PROGRAM
PREVISION REACHED RESULTS
542.305.177

Increment

435.769.755

-20%

On going

Announced program results was already reached before the end of the second year of activities
OLIVE OIL THIRD COUNTRIES PROMOTION PROGRAM IN US - RESULTS YEAR 1&2 (until 15 January 2020)

ACTIVITIES

YEAR 1
PREVISION

TOTAL OOWT USA

208.903.585

REACHED RESULTS
403.915.772

YEAR 2
Increment
+93%

PREVISION REACHED RESULTS
684.658.064

1.580.578.550

YEAR 3
Increment
+131%

PREVISION
278.409.251

TOTAL PROGRAM
PREVISION

REACHED RESULTS
Increment

1.171.970.900 1.984.494.322

+69%

Announced program results was already reached before the end of the second year of activities
OLIVE OIL THIRD COUNTRIES PROGRAM ASIA - RESULTS YEAR 1 & Year 2 (November)
ACTIVITIES

YEAR 1
PREVISION

TOTAL 3 MERCADOS

696.183.300

REACHED RESULTS

4.380.607.919

YEAR 2
Increment

529,23%

YEAR 3

PREVISION

REACHED RESULTS

Increment

PREVISION

711.170.300

2.885.350.047

305,72%

716.194.300

TOTAL PROGRAM
PREVISION

2.123.546.600

REACHED RESULTS

7.265.957.966

Increment

242,16%

Thanks for your attention!
Teresa Pérez Millán
General Manager and General Coordinator of promotion programs. Spokesperson.
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